CONNECT TO OUR CONTENT
Check Out What’s New in Periodicals This Fall

ALTERED COUTURE: Altered Couture magazine features embellished and personalized artwear and accessories for all occasions. Altered Couture magazine is filled with gorgeous photographs of altered jackets, t-shirts, sweaters, jeans, skirts and more, accompanied by easy-to-understand techniques and endless inspiration.

BUST: With an attitude that is fierce, funny, and proud to be female, BUST provides an uncensored view on the female experience. BUST tells the truth about women's lives and presents a female perspective on pop culture. BUSTing stereotypes about women since 1993.

CABINET: an award-winning quarterly magazine of art and culture that confounds expectations of what is typically meant by the words "art," "culture," and sometimes even "magazine." Like the 17th-century cabinet of curiosities to which its name alludes, Cabinet is as interested in the margins of culture as its center. Presenting wide-ranging, multi-disciplinary content in each issue through the varied formats of regular
columns, essays, interviews, and special artist projects, *Cabinet*’s hybrid sensibility merges the popular appeal of an arts periodical, the visually engaging style of a design magazine, and the in-depth exploration of a scholarly journal.

---

**CLOSE UP RUNWAY: Berlin-Rio-Sao Paolo**

Close-Up RUNWAY, is a complete collection of women’s ready-to-wear fashion shows presented designer by designer, including the most renowned names in fashion with the bonus of featuring emerging talent. There are five volumes each season: New York, London/Madrid, Milan, Paris, Berlin/Rio/Sao Paolo.

---

**CLOSE UP RUNWAY: London-Madrid**

Close-Up RUNWAY, is a complete collection of women’s ready-to-wear fashion shows presented designer by designer, including the most renowned names in fashion with the bonus of featuring emerging talent. There are five volumes each season: New York, London/Madrid, Milan, Paris, Berlin/Rio/Sao Paolo.

---

**GAP BRIDAL:** Gap Bridal Collections is about beautiful brides in the most exquisite wedding dress designs from Madrid, Barcelona and Milan runways, shown in glorious color in an oversized format. Haute Couture details and techniques are evident bowing to traditional customs yet with a modern approach to wedding ceremonies and style.
ENCENS: Atypical, its format and design wavers between magazine and object. Reinventing its fundamental principles for each issue (its focus, monographs, and features), Encens offers the best to those who, in fashion as well as in art, unlock exacting worlds. Moving back and forth between the present and the past, encens creates maps of the hallmarks that captivate our times, all the while taking a second look at aesthetics of the past that still have clout. It stands for an independent and long-term approach.

JUXTAPOZ: a monthly magazine that covers contemporary artists who deserve crucial attention. These are the artists who push the envelope to redefine originality. They are independent thinkers, they are infinitely creative, and their artwork engages the viewer with complex levels of meaning and aesthetic interest. This art is unpretentious and it is raw. We are devoted to providing coverage of the most dynamic, unconventional, and innovative art being produced today.

LULA: Created for people of the world who love fashion, music, art, & make believe. Lula is gentle, whimsical and ethereal in tone, mixing high fashion to fall in love with and interviews that feel like late night chats with people you wish you knew.
POP: has been touted as a “super glossy”, with an established reputation for visual innovation and splendor. POP is the magazine the international catwalk creatives look to for a fresh perspective on all that is new and truly exciting in work, leisure and travel. It celebrates art, design, retail, adventure, pop culture, pop music and much more in our rapidly shifting world. POP is smart and it looks to celebrate both interior spaces and outerspace.

Stay tuned for new Sustainable Design titles expected to arrive in early fall...

*All text taken from magazine’s website.